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novel collaborations in which ideas rather than
collaboration, see
1

relationship between architects and the wider
Pineda’s experience as an architect who has

Locus of Legitimate Interpretation
Rethinking Expertise

24

Figure 1: The moving locus of
legitimate interpretation, science
toward the left, arts toward the
right (reproduced from Collins and
Evans, 2007)

a small driving wheel, was contingent on social
norms in which speed and racing were counted
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Architecture and its Expertises

engineering have been chosen
because their contrasting
architecture and structural
routinized, the interaction
between architecture and

the past, contributed to architectural practice

into architectural practice and can be seen as
example, the contribution a

between architects, builders and other specialists
- The third domain comprises the

engineering, the circles represent the boundaries
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Figure 2: Architecture plus
crystallography with Loci of
Legitimate Interpretation

have made this circle a little larger than the others because while the initial
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judgment, there is no such shape stretching out

Architects and crystallographers
Although the collaboration between architects and

that ideas might also

might get inspiration in
their turnabout potential
would remain within the

architects hope the collaboration will give rise to
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material object and linguistic
practice serves as a heuristic
and is not as clear-cut as it

specialist languages and practices, can coordinate

language becomes richer and more sophisticated

interacting groups can either be homogeneous or
heterogeneous and the interaction can either be

zone can be organised around in-depth and shared
linguistic practices or around shared material

while collaborations based on shared linguistic
29

change over time, with

In the case being

or architects becoming

Architects and engineers
The interaction between the architects in the

it is one based on interactional expertise rather

extensive practical experience so it is true that most
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Interactional expertise allows us to understand the relationship between an

design and build a simple structure without consulting an engineer, using well-

Pineda’s structural intuition
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that collaboration with architects leads to innovations

sociological perspective, the important point is that

Millennium Bridge, a
pedestrian bridge over the

unexpected lateral vibration
11

concluded that problem was

Architects and Public
architecture, the consumers and the public we are no

oscillations in the bridge,
which in turn caused people

had to innovate in the design
that had been developed to

devices were designed to
absorb the lateral oscillations

21st Century

town of the

the changing public perception
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boldness

imagination

and media coverage depicting crime and antisocial
A Clockwork Orange
as a place where communities and gardens would

experience leads them to consider themselves a
design choices deserve more consideration than that

designs which answer to consumers, critics and the

interesting comparison with much less emphasis
on technical input and regulation and at a much
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can succeed it also helps to illuminate
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